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01 Before using Urive Albatross4
This product is a secondary product for safe driving supporting LDWS(Lane Departure Warning System), 
FCWS(Forward Collision Warning System), FVSA(Front Vehicle Start Alarm). It is designed to store video and audio 
information coming from the front and rear cameras with touch LCD. It records driving and parking videos and 
information about car accidents or impulses. This will provide relevant circumstantial reference data. 

#  Urive Albatoross4 is a trademark of MIDONG&CINEMA Co., Ltd.
#  All the manual’s contents are protected according to copyright law. 
#  All the program rights used in the product belong to MIDONG&CINEMA and are protected according to copyright 
law. 

#  The manufacturer shall not be liable for product failures or damages because of misuse, incorrect installation, or     
unauthorized alteration.

#  For safety reasons, avoid manipulating the black box while driving. 
#  The images used in the manual may look different from the actual screens depending on the printing conditions.
#  It is recommended that users read the manual carefully before using the product for proper and safe use.

●�This�is�a�driver�assistance�device.�The�manufacturer�will�not�be�held�liable�for�any�consequences�resulting�from�the�use�of�the�product.�
Please�use�the�product�properly.�

●�To�enhance�the�performance�of�the�product,�the�contents�of�this�instruction�manual�may�be�changed�without�prior�notice.��
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02 Precautions before using the product
#  Scope of warranty and responsibilities

-# This product is for assisting people in driving safely. The company will not be responsible for the loss that could occur 
because of failures, data loss, or while using the product.

-# This product is an ancillary device designed for recording and storing external videos. Some functions may not be 
supported depending on the driving conditions and the conditions of a vehicle itself. When it comes to the level of support 
for performance that is to be provided through the updating of firmware for improving quality and securing stability, it may 
vary depending on the types of products. Depending on situations, recording may not take place. Considering that, users 
need to use the product only for getting information for checking driving-related videos. Recording may not take place also 
depending on the conditions of the SD card. 

-# This product is designed for recording the video related to an accident involving a user’s vehicle. However, it is not 
guaranteed that the whole length of a video related to an accident is to be recorded. In case of an accident in which a 
minor shock occurs, the detection sensor will not be activated, and, consequently, the video related to the event may not be 
recorded. 

#  Precautions for using the memory card
-# Check the data once a week at least for confirming that the product’s operation is normal. 
-# Format the micro SD memory card at least twice a month for stable use of the product. 
-# Recommended to use a micro SD card that is exclusively designed for the product.

*�In�general,�memory�cards�are�valid�for�a�certain�period�of�time�(warranted�for�6�months)�and�therefore�storage�of�new�data�may�be�
disabled�if�the�card�had�been�in�use�for�a�long�time.�If�this�is�the�case,�replace�with�a�new�card�as�the�manufacturer�is�not�liable�for�the�
data�loss.�
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03 Precautions when using the product

Warning! Not following the instructions can lead to serious injuries or even death.

This section is for your safety and for the proper use of the product to prevent safety accidents/risks. The 
manufacturer shall not be responsible for problems caused by use of the product in violation of the instructions. 

If the product is wet, do not place it in the heater or in 
the microwave oven to dry.
It may cause explosion, product deformation, or product 

failure, which is not covered under the warranty.

Do not use chemicals (such as benzene, thinner, or 
alcohol) or detergent to clean the product.
It may cause fire.  

Do not alter or apply impulse on the product.
Unauthorized alteration or product damage by impulse shall 

not be covered under the warranty.  

Do not install or operate the product while driving.
Operation of the product while driving can cause accidents. 

Please pull over to a safe spot when you operating the 

product.
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Precautions when using the product03

Warning! Not following the instructions can lead to serious injuries or even death.

If the product is directly connected to the car, do not use 
the product for an extensive period.
It may discharge the battery. 

Install the product in unaffected area by the Navigation 
or HIPASS device.
Reflections of images of Navigation or HIPASS may cause 
poor recording quality.

Ensure that the double-sided adhesive tape is firmly 
affixed during installation.
The product may show poor performance when moving or 
observing motor vibration for an extended period.

Keep the windshield clean.
Foreign materials may prevent normal recording of images.  

Be careful when using memory cards and removing them.
Uncertified Micro SD card may not be recorded properly. 
Please remove the power cable before inserting or removing 
the SD card.

Back up files periodically. 
When the SD card is full, the oldest file in the card will be 
overwritten by a new file. Please back up data periodically to 
prevent unwanted data loss.

Please do not use sharp devices on the LCD.
The touch panel or the LCD may be damaged by sharp 
devices when the black box is set up along with such devices 
on the LCD.

Avoid an area where the product is exposed to direct 
sunlight when parked. 
If used for long hours in an airtight environment inside a car 
and under direct sunlight, the product may malfunction. 
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04 Product: Features

# High-quality video recording with clear images and an optimal viewing angle (Full HD- Full HD)
It provides high-quality clear video images at both day and night (Resolution: front/rear : 1920×1080) and optimal viewing 
angle (Default resolution value of rear camera for parking mode: HD(1280x720) but users can set the video resolution of 
rear camera to 1920×1080 at the exclusive viewer.)      

# High-quality and low capacity
It records high-quality front/rear video files & low capacity with High Profile Codec.

# Ultra-speed booting
After ignition, it starts video recording quickly. (Booting time: less than 9 sec.)

# Videos that have been recorded already or in the process of being recorded can be checked immediately through 
the 4.0-inch wide LCD screen with high resolution.
It can show the real-time front and rear videos playback and recorded files at the 4.0” wide touch LCD.

# Format-free function
With its format-free function, the SD card does not need to be regularly formatted. (Note that if the SD card’s life cycle 
comes to an end and cannot save images, replace it with a new one.)

# PIP (picture in picture) 
It shows the front and rear videos at the same time.
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Features04

# Easy Configuration
Users can change the configuration on the touch screen by themselves.

# Continuous recording
All videos during driving are continuously recorded as one-minute video files.

# Event (impulse) manual recording
It records 20 seconds video files from the 3 seconds before the incidence to the 17 seconds after it in the event folder     
when there is an impulse or the power button is pressed briefly.

# Dedicated CCTV to protect the car, recording in parking
It provides recording in parking to record any damages or accidents while your car is parked.

# Parking impulse notification LED
It provides parking impulse notification by blinking the RED LED before drivers get in the car. 
(Within 1minuite impulses alarms are excluded after switched to parking mode.)

# Auto memory management
Even if a memory card is short of space, it provide auto management function to remove files from the oldest ones to 
record recent driving videos.
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Features04

# PC viewer for playing recorded data
The PC viewer can play 2 channels (front/rear) of the black box video at the same time in order for easy checking of 
information. 

# Embedded voltage cut-off device to prevent battery discharge and settings for cut-off voltage and timer
It is embedded with a device to cut the power to prevent battery discharge. If it reaches a certain voltage level, the black 
box is turned off according to the cut-off voltage/time settings to prevent the battery from discharging. You can select 1 
from 7 steps of cut-off voltage and 5 steps of the timer, respectively.

# Voice guidance
Voice guidance is provided according to situations.

# Autosaver
1. Driving mode

-# If the product temperature exceeds the LCD warranty temperature range, the LCD is automatically turned off while        
if the temperature is within the range, the LCD is automatically turned on. (Remained off until the temperature is 
cooled down).

-# Voice information (High temperature off and LCD tapped during the high-temperature off): "The LCD has been shut 
down due to the high temperature."

2. Parking mode
-# If the temperature is kept above the operation guarantee temperature, the black box is turned off to protect it. 

If the temperature is cooled to operating temperature, it automatically starts to record video.
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Features04

# Advanced night vision
When the surrounding environment is dark it automatically operates a night vision function. It records brighter pictures 
than the actual brightness and its setting values can be adjusted to 4 steps by users.

# Advanced Driver Assistance System(ADAS)
1. Lane Departure Warning System(LDWS) 

-# It makes warning sounds when drivers drive to lanes with over the set speed.
2. Forward Collision Warning System(FCWS) 

-# It makes warning sounds when drivers get under danger to front collision with over the set speed. 
3. Front Vehicle Start Alarm(FVSA)

-# It makes warning sounds when the front car starts to go.

   
•�The�notifications�will�work�after�the�device�is�connected�with�the�GPS.
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05 Package component

 Please check all the components in the box as the picture below. 
 If the component is damaged or has a problem, please contact the selling shop immediately.

Main body, 
mounting holder

Rear camera,
 cable

Cigar power 
cable

GPS Module ManualMicro SD card 
reader

Continuous 
power cable

Double-sided 
tape

Micro SD card 
for URIVE 

Hexagon 
wrench

Basic component Option (To be sold separately)

�This�component�can�be�changed�based�on�the�supply�of�parts�without��prior�notice.�
(The�images�shown�above�are�for�the�users’�information;�thus,�they�may�look�different�from�actual�components.)

User manual

Manufacturer: MIDONG&CINEMA Co., Ltd.
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06 Name of each part (Front camera)

12
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6

7

8

9

10 10
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Name of each part (Front camera)06

Name Functional description

① Camera lens To record the front video

② Embedded speaker For voice guidance 

③ Security LED for indicating the operation state and security(BLUE LED) 

④ Parking impulse notification LED The RED LED provides parking impulses notification to the drivers. 

⑤ Power terminal (DC) Port to connect the power cable

⑥ External GPS terminal (GPS) Port to connect an external GPS module

⑦ Rear camera terminal (CAM) Micro USB port to connect the rear camera

⑧ Embedded mic (MIC) To record voice with a video

⑨ LCD  4.0″ LCD to check a video and control the device

⑩ Status, LDWS indicator LED The GREEN LED indicates the driving mode and lain departure direction.  

⑪ SD card slot To insert a micro SD card for storage

⑫ Power switch Power On/Off switch
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Name of each part (Rear camera)06

Name Functional description

① Adhering surface Surface to attach the rear camera to a rear window

② Security LED Blue LED for indicating operation state and security

③ Camera lens Rear camera lens

④ Terminal Micro USB 5-pin port to connect the body

⑤ Screen reversal switch Horizontal reversal switch for rear-view screen (N: Normal / M: Horizontal reversal)

1

2

5
3

4
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06 Name of each part (Socket pin arrangement)

Sockets Images of sockets Pin arrangement

Power socket 
(DC socket) 

 ① GND            ② ACC           ③ BAT (B+)

GPS socket
(2.5 pi)

 ① VCC (3.6–6 V DC)      ② Rx
 ③ GND                           ④ Tx (GPS Signal Output)

①

①②③④

②③

 Socket pin arrangement
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How to install the Urive Albatross4 – Precautions07

#  The installation requires embedding and constant power supply; thus, you are advised to seek help from one of 
our partners.

#  It is recommended to use only Urive-certified power and connection cables. (The rear camera cable must UL-
certified, and check the “ULT” marking on the yellow band of the cable. You are provided with a 6 m-long rear 
camera cable. Make sure that the length is appropriate for your car).

# Try to avoid high-temperature and small sections for installing the cable as the sheath can melt or be damaged 
resulting in a short circuit.

# Wrong installation may lead to a fire, for which we are not liable.

# To install it, park your car on a level surface under good lighting with the engine turned off.

# Ensure that the power cable is not connected before the rear camera is connected.

# Before finishing the installation process, make sure that the front-/rear-view video is properly saved.

# Try to avoid any interruption of sight of driver.

# Make sure a micro SD card is inserted and then connect the power.

# For the clean and safe installation, try to hide the cables.

# Keep your windshield clean.

# The rear camera may be influenced by the tinting or hot wire.

# Remove the lens protection of front and rear cameras after installation.   
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07 Installation 

1

2

3

4

Clean the sections to install front and rear cameras.

Attach the body and rear camera as you desire.

▪�For�the�ADAS,�please�install�the�main�device�to�fit�the�top�center(beneath�of�
the�room�mirror)�of�the�front�glass�(less�than�15cm).�(refer�to�“07.�installation�–�
ADAS�cameras)

Connect the cable to the rear camera and external GPS without 
the power cable connected.

Connect the power to a fuse box, and power cable to the body.
▪�You�are�advised�to�have�constant�power�supply�connected�from�one�of�our�
professional�partners.

   - Black line: GND, (ex) Chassis     - Yellow line: ACC, (ex) Fuse of cigar jack

   - Red line: BAT(B+), (ex) Emergency light
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07 Installation – Rear camera

7

6 After booting up, front-view image is displayed. Touch [Rear-view image] item to check 
the rear-view image, and enable [Setting] – [PIP] to check the front-/rear-view images at 
the same time.
▪�State�LED:�Drive�mode�–�GREEN�LED�On�/�Parking�mode�–�GREEN�LED�Off

5

After the intro and caution screens, it starts recording with a 
buzzer.

Check if the front-/rear-view image is saved, and, then, hide the cables.
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07 Installation – ADAS cameras

 Installation preparing & precautions

1.# For the ADAS, please install the main device to fit the top center(beneath of the room mirror) of the front glass (less 
than 15cm).

2.# Product mounts can move about 3 degrees if users cannot install the products to the center, adjust its angles to the 
center. 

3.# If its any angles or the installed location has been changed, please set the [ADAS]-[camera installation] again. 
4.# Please adjust LDW & FVSA time If they are too fast or slow. 
5.# Lane departure warnings and forward collision alert notifications will work after the device is connected with GPS. 

They also operate over the set speed.
6.# Even if you turn on the blinker, since The product does not link with the blinker, lane departure alarms will sound.

▪�You�must�install�the�unit�in�a�high�position�of�the�windshield�if�your�vehicle�body�is�lower.
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Installation – ADAS cameras07

1

4 5

2 3

Please�install�adjusting�the�yellow�guidelines�to�the�horizon.�
Refer�to�the�image�4,�the�(U)�mark�should�be�a�center�of�the�screen.
If�you�select�sedan�at�the�menu,�please�adjust�to�match�the�green�line�to�the�bonnet�edge�by�using�the�up/down��������������������������buttons.

 installation
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Installation – ADAS cameras07

Driving speed over the set speed

It is not ready to LDWS 

[MAIN] -> [ADAS] -> [CAMERA] 
Re-adjust the location & angle

(For using the LDWS, please drive over the 
set speed more then 10seconds at a straight 

lane road.)

Departure: red 

Normal: Green

Departure: red

The right lane departure.

The left lane departure.

Voice guidance Explanation 
The Lane Departure Warning 

System is ready. 
If the lane departure warning are ready, the            icon appears in the upper left corner of 
LCD, with voice guidance. Even when FCWS is set to ON, the voice is coming out.

The lane departure warning system 
has failed to start. Please check 

the camera installation. 

This message is a voice guidance in case of failure of the lane departure warning 
preparation. Please continue driving after installing the camera again.
Even when FCWS is set to ON, the voice is coming out.

▪�When�the�LDWS�is�ready,�the�������������icon�
will�appear�in�the�upper�left�corner�of�
LCD.
▪�For�resetting�the�LDWS,�please�touch�the�������������
�����������icon.�
▪�For�the�LDWS�setting��please�refer�to�“09�
GUI�–�ADAS”�

 operation status
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08 Product: functional description 

Classification Situation Action Voice information

Power
(ACC ON)

Power cable is connected to the 
body.

BLUE LED is turned on and then off after booting up, 
GREEN LED is turned on. After booting up, consecutive 

videos are saved with the interval at 1 min.
1 time of buzzer sound

Driving mode 

Parking mode > ACC(Engine) ON
Mode switching with LCD ON > Driving recording 

mode starts.
“Shifting to the drive mode.” 

Impulse detection, Manual record 
button touch

It saves a video from 3 seconds before to 17 seconds 
after (20-second duration). BLUE LED blinks fast. 

2 times of buzzer sound

Image view, system condition, and 
entering the setting menu

When entering a menu, the video recording is stopped. 
When the menu exits, the recording is restarts.

1 buzzer sound

During the power cut-off due to 
high temperature, the LCD doesn't 

turn on.
The LCD doesn't turn on even if it is pressed.

"The LCD has been shut down due 
to the high temperature."

Receiving GPS signal
“G” mark at the bottom of image; it starts to measure 

the speed and save the operation record. 
“GPS is connected.” 
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08 Product: functional description 

ADAS 

When a lane departure is detected 

buzzer sounds 

2 times of buzzer sound
When the right lane departure: 

blinking the right side green LED.
When the left lane departure: 

blinking the  left side green LED.

When it recognizes a possibility of 
forward collision 

6 times of buzzer sound

When a front vehicle start to go 2 times of buzzer sound

Parking mode

Parking mode > ACC (Engine) 
OFF 

After switching the mode, LCD OFF; it starts motion 
and impulses; blinking of BLUE LED

“Shifting to parking mode.” 

Motion or impulse is sensed.

Motion detection: It saves a video from 3 seconds 
before to 27 seconds after (30-second duration). 

BLUE LED blinks fast. 
Impulse detection: It saves a 30-second video from a 

motion detection. BLUELED and RED LED blinks fast. 
* The RED LED blinks after motion detection until 

switching to driving mode. 
(Impulse alarms do not come out during about 

1 minute after switching to parking mode.)

Detecting Impulses : 
2 times of buzzer sound

Turning off due to cut-off voltage, 
time, or high temperature 

Cut-off details are recorded in the SD card before 
turning off. 

1 buzzer sound
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08 Product: functional description 

Others

Firmware update Blue & red LEDs blinks during updating and it reboots  “Starting the update.” 

When there is no SD card, or
a problem with it.

Rebooting after a voice guidance “Please check the SD card.” 

•�When�the�black�box�switches�to�parking�or�driving�mode,�it�does�not�record�a�video�until�it�finishes�rebooting.

•�The�LED�operation�status�would�be�different�depending�on�the�LED�on/off�set�values�at�the�parking�mode.
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Functions – ADAS08

 Description of ADAS functions
1.# LDWS: “Lane Departure Warning System” - It makes warning sounds when the vehicle begins to move out of its 

lane and drivers drive to the lane at over the set speed.
2.# FCWS: “Forward Collision Warning System” - It makes warning sounds when drivers are in a risk of front collision 

by analyzing the vehicle speed received through GPS signals and the front videos.
3.# FVSA: “Front Vehicle Start Alarm” - It makes warning sounds when the front car starts moving after three or more 

seconds.

 Cautions when ADAS is used
1.# Operated only when [ADAS] – [Camera Install] is properly completed. 
2.# LDWS and FCWS may have different warning time in accordance with the camera installation location. Change the 

sensitivity setting to adjust the warning time. (See “09. GUI - ADAS” or “12. Black box configuration – ADAS.”)
3.# FCWS and FVSA may show different recognition rates in accordance with the front vehicle model and color.
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08 Functions – ADAS

 Operation conditions of ADAS functions (LDWS, FCWS, and FVSA)
1.# These functions are only operated when the GPS is connected. (When a vehicle enters a tunnel, only LDWS is 

operated among the ADAS functions.)
2.# These functions may not be normally operated on a road whose lane is not clear.
3.# These functions may not be normally operated on a road with a large turn angle.
4.# These functions may not be normally operated because of bad weather.
5.# These functions may not be normally operated under a backlight.
6.# These functions may not be normally operated under low illumination intensity in a dark tunnel or while driving at 

night.
7.# These functions may not be normally operated if the articles on the dashboard are severely reflected on the 

windshield.
8.# These functions may not be normally operated if the back of the front vehicle is different from other ones (e.g., tow 

truck, cargo truck, etc.).
9.# The FVSA function may not be normally operated if the distance from the front vehicle is below 3 m.
10.# If the angle of this product is changed when the ADAS functions are used, set [ADAS] - [Camera install] again.
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Product: functional description – Voice information08

Voice Situation

“Shifting to drive mode.” When shifting from parking to drive mode

“Shifting to parking mode.” When shifting from drive to parking mode

“GPS is connected” When GPS signal is received in drive mode (1 alarm)

“Impact during parking have been 
identified.”

When it is shifted to driving mode after an impulse file is created while 
parking.

“Please check the SD card.” When there is no SD card or a problem with it.

“Formatting the SD card.” When formatting an SD card

"The LCD has been shut down due to 
the high temperature."

When the LCD is touched after it has been shut down because of the 
high temperature.

“Starting the update.” When starting to update
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09 GUI – Real-time view

# After booting up to drive mode, real-time view is provided.
# The view screen shows a product’s firmware version, video recording time, image quality, GPS signal state, voice 

recording state, product temperature, battery voltage, GPS speed(km/h and mi/h), and recording state(REC, EVT).
# In the screen setting, enable PIP to see the front and rear view images in PIP.    

Disable the PIP to see either the front or rear view image. (Default: PIP OFF)
# Screen saver on: With no action in the real-time view screen, it shifts to the screen saver, which turns off the LCD in 

2 minutes if there is no action again.
# Screen saver off: With no action in the real-time view screen for 2 minutes, the LCD is turned off.
# Use the reversal switch of rear camera to horizontally reverse the image.

[Real-time view] [Real-time view — PIP mode] [Screen saver]
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 09 GUI – Menu screen

# In the driving mode, touch the LCD to show the menu bar.
# The menu bar has normally 9 icons: Front view, Rear view, ADAS, Image view, 

System condition etc.
# Users can navigate the menus by touching the left and right arrow buttons on 

the top of the LCD.
# In the menu screen, video and voice recording doesn't stop.
# Screen saver on: With no action for 1 minute, it shifts to the screen saver, 

which turns off the LCD in 2 minutes if there is no action again.
# Screen saver off: With no action for 2 minutes, the LCD is turned off.

Icon Meaning

 
 

Front / Rear view
Select the real-time screen direction. Touch this function to change the front/rear video. 
The icon will also be changed in accordance with the video.

ADAS          
You can set the driver support function such as LDWS, FCWS, and FVSA.

Image view         
Lists recorded videos
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09 GUI – Menu screen

Icon Meaning
Manual record        

Save videos 3 seconds before the button is touched and 17 seconds after it has been 
touched (total of 20 seconds).

System setting
You can set the sensor sensitivity, parking setting, time setting, and initialization. 

Display setting
You can set the coordinate correction, PIP, and screen saver. 

Sound setting
You can set the volume setting and voice recording status. 

System condition 
Firmware version, SD card space, etc. You can check the black box information.

SD Format
Formats the SD card 

•�In�some�products�for�special�sale,�the�format�function�may�not�exist�due�to�the�request�of�a�customer’s�company.
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GUI – ADAS09

Icon Image Meaning 

Camera install
This menu installs a camera to use the ADAS.
For the installation method, see “07. Product 
installation – Installation of a camera with the ADAS." 

LDWS
This menu changes the setting of LDWS. You can 
set whether to use LDWS or the start speed for the 
operation of LDWS. Move to the warning time-setting 
menu, and set the sensitivity on the left/right lane.

# To use ADAS, you can set the camera installation, LDWS, FCWS, 
and FVSA.
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09  GUI – ADAS

Icon Image Meaning 

FCWS
You can set whether to use FCWS, the speed when 
FCWS starts to be operated, and the sensitivity.

/ —
FVSA

You can set whether FVSA should be used.
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09 GUI – Image view

# Video list: You can check the drive, event, parking motion, and 
parking impulse video list, and play them back.

# In the video list menu, video recording is stopped.
# With no action for 2 minutes, it shifts to the real-time view.

Icon Meaning 
Front·Rear video selection     You can set 
the direction of the video. Touch this icon 
to change it to another direction.

Driving video lists 

Event video lists 

Parking motion video lists 

Icon Meaning 

Parking impulse video lists

Shifts to the real-time view; starts to save 
a video

Ascending/descending order
Touch the icon to toggle it.

Page up/down in the file lists
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09 GUI – Video list

# If a video is played back, file information is displayed in the top, and 
the control is displayed in the bottom.

# Touch the video again to show the video in full screen.

Icon Meaning 

 
 Previous/Next video

Play/Pause
Touch the icon to toggle it.

Icon Meaning 

Stop

Return to the video list
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09 GUI – System condition

  [Real-time view]

#SD card space: Shows the total and used space of the SD card.
#Number of saved drives, events, parking motion, and parking impulse video files can be seen
#Firmware version, Rear F/W, and Micom F/W: Shows the software version of the black box.
#Format date: Shows the last date that the SD card was formatted.
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09 GUI – System setting

Icon detail Meaning

Sensor sensitivity
This menu sets the sensitivity recognized as an impulse or a motion 
for each mode.

Parking setting
To prevent battery discharge, this menu sets the conditions of turning 
the black box off in the parking mode. Set to “Non Use” in the parking 
setting. Then, recording would not performed in the parking mode. 
(If a driver switches off the ignition, the product power is also turned 
off.)
* If the parking setting is changed, the SD card should be formatted.
•�In�some�products�for�special�sale,�the�parking�monitoring�menu�does�not�exist.�By�
default,�the�parking�monitoring�function�is�included.

  [Real-time view]
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09 GUI – Settings

Icon detail Meaning

Time setting
Time can be manually set. (If GPS is connected, the time is 
automatically set.) 

—

Initialization
This menu initializes all settings.

* Before the initialization, if the back resolution of the parking mode and the use 
setting are different from their default (HD, Non Use), initialize them and format 
the SD card.
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Icon Detail Meaning

Coordinate correction
Touch 5 points (upper left, upper right, lower right, lower left, 
and center) on the display to correct them.

Night vision
If the surroundings become dark, this function automatically 
recognizes the darkness and the night vision function is 
activated. Brighter video is recorded. Brightness can be 
adjusted in four stages. 

09 GUI – Display settings

  [Real-time view]
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09  GUI – Display settings

Icon Detail Meaning

PIP
You can set PIP to show/hide the front and rear view images at 
the same time in the real-time video.

—
Screen saver

You can set to show the screen saver or not when there is no 
action with the LCD.
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09 GUI – Sound setting

#If the voice recording is disabled, “M” is indicated in the real-time view and recorded video.

  [Real-time view]
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10 Upgrade – Auto upgrade

[ How to upgrade automatically ]

1.# With the PC Viewer, you can automatically install the upgrade file in the memory card. Insert a micro SD card into a 
PC, and then press         button at the upper left of main screen of Viewer. (If a micro SD card having firmware version 
information is inserted, a prompt of new firmware is shown as in ①).

2.# Make sure you select correct drive letter of micro SD card; press the Update button.
3.# When the update is finished, a prompt pops up as in ④ and the update file (MD9400E.bin) is copied to the micro SD 

card.
4.# After putting the Micro SD card to the main body; connect the power; and it starts auto upgrade. Then it reboots after 

upgrading.

1 2 3 4
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11 PC Viewer – Installation

1.# Run the PC Viewer installation file (UriveAlbatross4.exe) from a micro SD card (or where you downloaded it), and 
follow the items to finish the installation. 

•�When�the�viewer�opens,�the�products�for�a�special�sale�displays�the�pop-up�window�to�put�a�set�password�for�information�security.�Enter�the�
password.

1 42

5

3

6

[ Recommended Specifications for PC Viewer ]

•�Computer�OS:�Windows�7(32/64�bit),�Windows�8�(32/64�
bit)�or�Windows�10�(32/64�bit)
•�Computer�H/W:�Intel�Core�i3�or�higher�/�4�GB�RAM�or�
more
•�Web�browser:�Microsoft�Internet�Explorer�10�or�later
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11 PC Viewer – Main screen

Zoom, Full screen

Volume, Brightness, Play speed Impulse�level/latitude/longitude/speed(km/h�or�mi/h)�

Viewer/firmware�
version information
& auto update

Front view

Play control

Rear view

Map�On/Off

Open�file,�and�sorting

Driving record

Black box settings

Hardware Acceleration 
On/Off��
File list

�•�Latitude,�longitude,�speed,�and�map�information�is�provided�only�if�an�external�GPS�is�connected.
�•�Disabled�voice�recording�(M)�and�GPS�signal�reception�(G)�are�indicated�at�the�bottom�of�right�side�of�front�view.
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11 PC Viewer – Buttons

1. Program version information
Insert the micro SD card into a PC to check the version information. PC Viewer and firmware can be 
automatically updated.
��������»»�When�downloading�the�PC�Viewer�or�firmware,�select�“Unblock”�button�in�the�“Windows�Security�Warning”�prompt.

2. Zoom in
It indicates selection of either front or rear view, which can be zoomed in with the mouse scroll wheel.

3. Full screen
Front or rear view can be seen in full screen.

4. Return to main screen
Switches from the full-screen play back to the main screen of PC Viewer.

5. Play previous/next file
Plays back previous/next file while playing a video.
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PC Viewer – Buttons11

6. Previous/next frame
While playing a video, press it to pause the video, and move it by frame.

7. File copy
Copies currently playing video to the PC.

8. Print screen
Used to printout the whole screen of the Viewer.

9. Capture screen 
Saves the full screen of Viewer to a JPG file.

10. Switch front/rear view
In the PC Viewer, front and rear views are switched.

11. Speed / acceleration graph
Speed/acceleration graph pops up.
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PC Viewer – Buttons11

12. Select speed/acceleration graph
Speed or acceleration graph can be selected. (Requires external GPS).

13. Driving record
Shows the information of driving record. (Requires external GPS).

14. Play option
Volume, brightness and video play speed can be controlled.

15. Black box settings
Settings of black box are saved to a micro SD card. A micro SD card needs to be inserted.

16. Hardware Acceleration On/Off
You can enable or disable hardware acceleration of graphics cards. The PC does not support 
hardware acceleration enables smooth video playback in the OFF state (default setting: ON) 
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11 PC Viewer – Buttons

17. impulse and location information
Shows impulse level, GPS, and speed information (GPS and speed information display 
requires a GPS).
Shows a GPS speed km/h or mi/h. please push the (            ) / (            ) button.

18. Show/hide map
Shows the information of driving location during video playback.

19. Open file
Used to open a saved video file.

20. Sort file list
A file list can be sorted in the ascending/descending order.
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11 PC Viewer – Full screen view

Icon Meaning
Main screen     

Returns from the full screen mode to the main 
screen.

Exit    
Viewer is exited without returning to the main 
screen.

Capture     
Captures the screen, and saves as an image file.

Switch view
Switches between front and rear views.

Play list
Shows video list of the SD card.

Switches�front/rear�view�to�full�screen.
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11 PC Viewer – Digital zoom 

# While playing a front- or rear-view video, the video can be zoomed in/out using the mouse scroll wheel after clicking 
the video or Zoom in button.

# Zoomed-in video can be dragged and dropped.

[ Zoomed-in front view video in the main screen ]

Digital zoom
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11 PC Viewer – Driving record 

1.# Insert a micro SD card into the PC, and, then, press          in the 
Viewer to show the driving record mode screen (on the left).

2.# On the screen, press the           button, and, then, select a .dat file in 
Setup folder of micro SD card to show the driving record list sorted 
by date. 

3.# Click an item to show the driving path.
•��Up�to�5�.dat�files�can�be�saved.

Icon Meaning

Shows the driving date and time while playing the 
driving path.

Shows markers on the driving path while playing it.

Plays a driving path in ½×, 1×, 2×, or 4× speed.

# Driving record is saved every 10 seconds in the drive mode. txt file can save the driving record up to 1 week. However, 
The GPS signal must be stable.
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11 PC Viewer – Open files

[File select prompt]

[File select prompt]

# In the PC Viewer, black box videos can be selected and played from a micro SD card or PC.

1.# Select the            button at the viewer.

2.# Select files or foldesr, and, then, press open

3.# Selected files are added to the video list.
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12 Black box configuration  

#Black box configuration: In the PC Viewer, press           to open the Black box configuration window as follows. 

[ Configuration ]

1.# impulse level of driving & parking mode: You can adjust 3 levels 
(Insensitive, Normal, or Sensitive) for the black box to sense impulse.

2.# Motion sensitivity of parking mode: You can adjust 3 levels (Insensitive, 
Normal, or Sensitive) for parking mode to sense motion.

3.# Cut-off voltage & time: Black box can be set to be turned off automatically 
in order to prevent battery discharge. 7 steps (None, 11.5 V, 11.7 V, 11.9 V, 
12.1 V, 12.3 V, and 12.5 V) and 5 steps (None, 6 hr, 12 hr, 24 hr, and 48 hr) 
can be set for the voltage and time, respectively. 

4.# Rear video Image quality at parking mode: You can select the rear video 
quality among FULL HD or HD.
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12 Black box configuration

5.# Whether to use the parking mode: Set the parking mode recording.   
Set to “Non use”  The product power would be turned off if the ignition is 
turned off.

6.# Advanced night vision: When the surrounding environment is dark it 
automatically operates a night vision function. its setting values can be 
adjusted to 4 steps (Non use, step1, step2, step3) by users.

7.# Parking mode LED : The LED (BLUE/RED) of the body front can be on/off 
as an option at the parking mode.

*�If�any�setting�values�are�changed,�the�SD�card�would�be�formatted�automatically.�so�In�some�
products�for�special�sale,�Rear�video�Image�quality�setting�function�at�parking�mode�� is�not�
available.
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12 Black box configuration – Other settings

[ Other settings ]

1.# PIP (picture in picture) : it shows the front and rear videos at the same time 
with the PIP function. you can set to use the PIP or not.

2.# Screen saver: You can set to use the screen saver (clock) or not.

3.# Speaker volume: You can adjust the volume in 4 steps (Mute, 1, 2, and 3).

4.# Voice recording: You can set to record voice or not.

5.# Nation time: Set GMT.

6.# DST(Daylight Saving Time) : If the DST box is checked, the system time will 
be 1hour faster than the standard time.

▪�It�is�necessary�to�receive�GPS�signals�for�applying�the�DST�function.

▪�When�the�DST�on/off�is�set,�the�SD�card�must�be�formatted.
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12 Black box configuration – ADAS setting

[ ADAS setting ]

1.# Lane departure avoidance
①# Lane departure warning: You can set the lane departure warning.
②# Operation speed: You can set the speed when the lane departure 

warning system starts to be operated.    
(Warning is not generated at the speed below the setting.)

③# Car type: You can set a type of cars.
④# Alarm point: You can set the sensitivity of the lane departure warning to 

the left or right lane.
2. Forward collision avoidance

①# Forward collision warning: You can set the forward collision warning 
system.

②# Operation speed: You can set the speed when the forward collision 
warning system starts to be operated.   
(Warning is not generated at the speed below the setting.)

③# Collision alarm: You can set the sensitivity of the forward collision 
warning.

3. Front vehicle start notification
①# Front vehicle warning: You can set the front vehicle start alarm.
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13 Video saving type – Folder hierarchy

# Normal folder: Drive mode video is saved at a 1-minute interval.
#  Event folder: A video of event is saved from 3 seconds before to 17 seconds after (20-second duration).
#  Parking folder: Parking mode video is saved when a motion is sensed. A video of motion is saved from 3 seconds 
before to 27 seconds after (30-second duration).

#  Parking Impulse folder: 30-second video is saved when an impulse is sensed.
#  Setup folder: Saves the configuration, driving record, and power cut-off details of black box.
#  Data folder : Saves the driving records data.

#  Example of video file name

#  Types of video
 M : Driving, E : Driving event, Manual recording
 P : Parking motion, A : Parking Impulse

MDR_160701_093100.avi
Types of video Yr/Mon/Day Hr/Min/Sec

<Note!>

1.# If users change its SD card’s data such as deleting files or adding files except the Setup folder, it would recommend a SD format 
and work normally after formatting. (But, coping the recorded files to a PC or other drives is no problems.)

2.# Even though users format the SD card on a PC, it is formatted at the main body again for optimal use. 
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Video saving type – Aspect ratio & File size13

<Note>
»»#�For�a�micro�SD�memory�card,�use�only�the�SDHC�card�for�Urive.�Urive�do�not�guarantee�products�against�failure�caused�by�using�

unverified�memory.
»»#�In�some�products�for�special�sale,�the�parking�monitoring�menu�does�not�exist.�By�default,�the�function�is�included.

If the limited capacity exceeds for each folder, older files are deleted to create a new recording file.
Saving�size�of�each�file�(2-channel,�parking�mode,�Full�HD�-�HD�setting)

Driving:�125�MB�(1�minute)���������Event, Manual record:�50�MB�(20�seconds),�
Parking Motion, Parking Impulse:�55�MB�(30�seconds)

To stably operate the format-free system, some areas are allocated to the system.

#  Driving, event, parking motion, and impulse 
files share the space of micro SD card in the 
given ratio. Depending on the characteristics 
of memory card, the number of files may vary.

Classification
16 / 32 / 64 GB 

Parking mode ‘USE’ 
selected

Parking mode  
‘NON USE’ selected

Driving 45% 90%

Event 10% 10%

Parking 40% -

Parking Impulse 5% -
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14 Product: specification

Model name Urive Albatross4

Size 114 x 29 x 68 mm (Main body without mounting holder) / 58 x 28 x 28 mm (Rear camera)

Memory Micro SDHC card class 10 exclusively for Urive (Support up to 64GB)

Recording Normal Recording, Event Recording (Impact Detection), and Parking mode Recording

Viewing angle
front camera — 124 degrees(±5%), 
rear camera 109 degrees(±5%)

LCD Size & resolution 4” TFT touch LCD / 800 x 480

FPS front·rear Max. 30 fps

Resolution
Driving mode : front—1920x1080, rear - 1920 x 1080
Parking mode : front—1920x1080, rear – 1280 x 720 
                           (however, the resolution of rear video can be changed to 1920x1080)

Video H.264 (front: High Profile, rear : Baseline Profile, Extension: avi)

Audio Embedded microphone, PCM recording

Speaker Voice guidance

Acceleration sensor 3-axis acceleration sensor 

Security LED front & rear BLUE LED
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14 Product: specification

parking impulse 
notice LED

front RED LED

Working status LED
(GREEN LED)

Driving mode—GREEN LED ON  
Parking mode—GREEN LED OFF  

Operation Voltage DC 12 V / 24 V

Power consumption 2 CH. Max. 4.3W, 1 CH Max. 2.5W

Operation temperature –20℃ to 70℃

Storage temperature –40℃ to 85℃

Viewer compatible OS Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10 

•�Product:�appearance�and�specification�may�change�
without�prior�notice�for�further�improvement.�




